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· career highlights ·

about.
Empress Rah is an Atlanta-based Open Format DJ, creative, and entrepreneur, bringing a diverse,
eclectic energy that undoubtedly unites people from different backgrounds under one sound. As a
deep music lover and advocate for her culture, she plays an integral role in the vibrant music
community and is one of the driving forces behind Controllerise, a renowned community music
collective.

With a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from the University of Miami and an MBA in Digital Marketing,
Empress Rah seamlessly combines her academic knowledge with her entrepreneurial spirit. Through
her involvement with Controllerise, she actively supports and promotes emerging artists and creatives
in the music scene, fostering an inclusive space for creativity and collaboration.

Her love affair with music has also allowed her to gain a global following and perform on stages
alongside notable artists such as Oshun, Curren$y, Too Short, Rakim, the Wu Tang Clan, and more.

Empress Rah is known for fusing genre-bending sounds that create a lasting impression for her
audience. Her vibe is as powerful as her name suggests, and no matter the occasion or event, after an
encounter with her music, you will know what it means to 'Live in the Moment.'"

clients.

Atlanta, GA
Miami, FL

New York City, NY
Charlotte, NC
San Diego, CA

New Orleans, LA
Bali, Indonesia

Cancun, Mexico
Havana, Cuba
Tokyo, Japan

San Jose, Costa Rica
Montego Bay, Jamaica

markets toured

· performed alongside ·

 · genre/style ·
OPEN FORMAT
LO-FI
NU DISCO
REGGAE|DANCEHALL|SOCA

FUTURE BEATS
HOUSE

HIP-HOP/R&B/SOUL
TOP 40

Daily Bread, Stlndrms, Iman Omari,
Oshun, India Shawn, Curren$y,

SkyZoo, Too Short, Rakim, the Wu
Tang Clan

A3C Festival, One Music Festival,
Essence Festival of Culture,

Controllerise Tokyo Tour

· equipment experience ·
TECHNIQUES

SERATO
PIONEER 

RANE
ROLAND
TRAKTOR
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